
 Tutorials Olt for Jiawei

Mistake in lastlecture regarding Lebesgue

You can attempt toprove That limitpoint compact countably

compact but youwill get stuck you willneed a separation axiom

Def Atopological space X is T if tx.ge X X Y

F neighbd UJ X s t yet U
Singletons areclosed Showthis

lemmy let X beat topologicalspace Let x bealimit pointof
a set AEX Then every neighborof x intersects A at

infinitelymanypoints neishdofx
proof qq.TN

91192310 isanother

Ny A U isanther
neighborof x andsointersect
A at a point is

Proposition let X beat topologicalspace Then X is limitpoint

compact iff it's countably compact



Proof Let A new be a nested sequence of nonempty
closed sets

Let xDnen beasequence s t An eAn forex DefineA nine

Since X is limitpoint compact thereexists a limitpoint y of A

Then every neighd Ny intersects A at infinitely many points
andhence intersect An forevery ne N as ye AT An Knew

YepAn

Propf Sequentially compact Countably Compact

Proof Let A new be a nested sequence of nonempty
closed sets

Let xDnen beasequence s t An eAn forex DefineA nine

Since X is sequentially compact F subsequence Ann That
Converses to y EX
Then everyneighed of y intersects A at infinitelymanypoints
and IIAn 401 fromthe previous proof

Proposition Let Xbea first countable space
X is countably compact iff it's sequentially compa

D'tcountable limitpoint comped

1



Proof Kel byProps
seventially

i let then beasequence in X
Assumewhos that in Am for n m

SinceXi
gonablyopact Yali'tpoint

compact Since A annex is infinite I limit

point x AA
MILingamnstand

S t Yes X Since 9K A Yu Xna for

some nu and so a nen andrea is a subsequence

A xBnex that converses
Define An mln k

SupposeSidney hasno converging subsequence Then FBannisanested collection

Anonempty closedsets SinceXiscountably compact Into Letterman Everyneigh

robin Lett be secondcountable space Ax
intersectAn the
contradiction

Then Xis sequentially compact Xis compact

Proof Let it bean open cover Since Xis second
countable it admit a countable Subconer Unep
ShowThis

Suppose A finite Subcorer Construct a sequence xBneN
s t Xie 0 and xn 4 bi



Since Xis sequentially compact Fynn that converses tox
Suppose XE Um for men SinceUm is a neighborof a
7 NE N sit Ann E Um k N which is a contradict

on

lemmy Asequentially compact metric space is second countab

Proof

theorem let the a metric space Then the

following are equivalent
1 Xis compact f

secondsortable

2 X is sequentially compact
meth space

3 X it countably company d f finteout
4 Xis limit point compact It

fallon from lemma Prop 7

theorem let X be a metric space
Then Xis compact iff it's complete totally
bounded



Summary

compact É sequentially
compact

AI first
Countablycompact

couthie

J T Xist

limitpoint Compact

Post lecture Practice Questions

1 Dothe exercisesabove

2 Thefallowing are thesteps to prove theabove lemma

Suppose Risa sequentiallycompact metricspace Wewant
toshow that Xii second countable
a Apply some ofthe proposition weproved earlier to argue
that Xis totally bounded



b In lightof a forevery n en there exists a finite

set fn ti Ma s t the E balls centered at nie Fn

forma cover for X Show that D EFn is a countable

denseset Conclude that X is separable and hence second counts

3 let X be ametricspace X is compact iff it'scomplete
and totally bounded

Use a theorem Proven intoday's lecture aswell as

Propositions1 7 to prove the forward direction

4 Provethat every compact subset of ametric space
isclosed andbounded

5 Give an example of a compact metric space X
and an non Hausdorff space y and a continuous

surjective function f X y

6 Prove that continuous function send countably

compact sets to countably compactsets
isthe sametrue for sequentially compact



7 Provethat sequentially compact is countably productive

8 This is generalizationof theclosed maplemma

let t becountably compact The first countable

Let f X y be a continuous bijection Show fisahomeomorphism


